
 

 

  

     

 

 

   
    

   
   

     
  

   

        
 

     
  
   
  
  
      

 
    

 
   

 

CITY OF GOLDEN 

CITY COUNCIL – COUNCIL COMMENTS EMAIL POSTING 

City Council has requested the publication of emails sent to the CouncilComments@cityofgolden.net 
email address to be posted on the city’s website.  Emails will be compiled and posted on a weekly basis 
with the most recent emails shown at the beginning of this document.  Emails will remain in the file for 
30 days. 

The City Clerk’s Office will review emails submitted to the Council Comments email address for 
confidentiality concerns, personal information, and redacting, and will seek legal advice as needed 
before publishing those emails. 

The City Clerk’s Office may determine not to publish emails, in whole or in part, that address or contain 
the following matters or topics: 

♦ Sales,  events, and other promotions, whether or not for commercial purposes; 
♦ work product; 
♦ litigation, or matters that may be the subject of litigation, affecting the City; 
♦ clearly implied expectation of privacy; 
♦ personal and/or health information; 
♦ confidential material or other material that federal, state, or local law or 

regulation prohibits the City from disclosing; 
♦ other material that the City may determine does not preserve the purpose of 

publishing such emails or that violates federal, state, or local laws or 
regulations. 

mailto:CouncilComments@cityofgolden.net


From: Karen Oxman
To: Council Comments
Subject: 4-day work week
Date: Thursday, May 18, 2023 8:58:44 AM

All of the goals for this change are worthy of taking a serious step forward.  Job satisfaction
and employee family values are important.  However, the main take-a -way that I see is Scott's
statement of elevating efficiency!  Less talk and more action....

Karen Oxman



From: Carol Finn
To: Council Comments
Subject: 4-day 32hr work week
Date: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 9:40:54 AM

I am strongly against this trial program. I'm all in favor of a 4-day, 40-hr work week, but to
switch to 32 hrs is the same as giving all those employees a 20% pay increase overnight. The
city has much more important ways to spend its limited dollars, on vital steps like fire
mitigation on at risk city open space areas, to name just one.  

A 20% pay raise, under the guise of a work week change is a slap in the face to all those
residents of Golden who are struggling to make ends meet. 

Get real!

Carol Finn 
597 Blue Jay Dr 



From: richard.flint2@gmail.com
To: Council Comments
Subject: 32 hour week
Date: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 8:29:05 AM

Golden must be a pathetic place to work if every employee needs a 25% pay increase so they
don't quit.

Rick Flint 



From: ptorpey00@gmail.com
To: Council Comments
Subject: Feedback on shorter workweek
Date: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 6:11:11 PM

As a golden resident, I wanted to comment on  the city’s plan to transition city employees to a 32
hour workweek. 
 
Although I understand the frustration employers are having these days hiring and retaining good
employees (certainly not a problem unique to Golden!), I am not in favor of making such a move at
this time.
 
First of all, this effectively means a 20% pay raise for city employees!  I understand the pressure to
increase wages in times of relatively high inflation, but this increase seems to be beyond the bounds
of what is reasonable and can only foster sustained inflation.  If surrounding communities followed
suite, Golden would find itself in the same predicament again.
 
Secondly, I know that some major corporations have been testing out the idea of shorter workweeks
and have actually noted some improvements in productivity.  However it is not clear that such
productivity enhancements are obtainable in all areas or types of work.  In particular, it seems that
an important aspect of a police officer’s role is “presence”.  This means that they are available at all
times to perceive what is going on in the community, anticipate problems, and respond to
emergencies at any time.  Their “time outside” in and around the community seems to be an
important aspect of their role. 
 
In addition, it is not clear what other quantifiable productivity benefits might be realized in other job
functions until the experiment is done.  However once the workweek is rolled back to 32 hours it will
likely be impossible to change back to a 40 hour week should the experiment not lead to the
anticipated productivity gains.
 
In short, I think this is a concept whose time has not yet come.  Perhaps our city representatives can
brainstorm some other ideas that might lead to improved productivity and/or greater employee
satisfaction.  For example, benefits such as flexible work hours, the option to work 4 10 hour days,
on site child care, etc. might appeal to more employees and potential employees.  I’m sure there are
other ideas along these lines that would appeal to potential employees and make it easier to hire
new personnel.
 
Finally, I am shocked at the approximately 35% increase in property assessments that the city
recently announced.  Were it not for this increase in tax revenue, such a program would presumably
be impossible to support while still providing the services to which we have been accustomed.
 
To summarize, I think this is a bad idea whose ramifications our city representatives may not fully
appreciate and would like to see it rescinded.
 
Respectfully,
 



Pete Torpey
 
 
 



From: lmcinroy@q.com
To: Council Comments
Subject: Four day week
Date: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 7:19:33 AM

Outrageous!
One the other hand - sign me up. Where else can you get paid for not working?
I've lived in Golden since 1946 and it's hard to imagine how this town has been transformed.
Larry McInroy



From: Nancy G Torpey
To: Council Comments
Subject: input on decision to shorten Golden city workers" hours
Date: Wednesday, May 17, 2023 10:23:39 PM

To the Golden City Council,
 
I understand from several news sources that you are planning to launch a “pilot” program to shorten
Golden city employees’ work weeks from 40 hours to 32 hours with no change in pay.  After 6
months you say you will assess the success of this program and decide whether to continue it.
 
This “pilot” program is a one-way street.  It would be shocking if any employee accepted a reversal
of this program after 6 months of enjoying an effective 20% pay raise while having much more time
off than pre-program.  Therefore, trying out the program will commit the city to continue it.
 
Moreover, during the “pilot” phase it is very likely that all the employees who are not part of the test
group (that is, the police department) will be jealous at least and are more likely to be very
resentful.  This pretty much commits the city to expand the 32-hour work week to all employees.
 
Trying out such a generous program temporarily and on a small scale will commit Golden to
continue a much larger program over the long term.  Are we ready for that major decision?  I doubt
it.  Can Golden afford it?  I don’t know.  I sure hope so since it could require much more staff to
perform all the required tasks if each employee is working at only 80% capacity.
 
Please reconsider starting this “pilot” program, at least until there are good answers to the questions
I posed.
 
Nancy Torpey
City of Golden resident
 
 



From: karinmjackson2
To: Council Comments
Subject: Intersection of 58 and 6 and 93
Date: Monday, May 15, 2023 9:15:17 AM

Dear Council Members,
I am concerned about the construction I see at the intersection of Hwy 58, Hwy 6 and Hwy 93.
There is currently great effort installing right turn triangles. In the construction of these safety
triangles, there are pedestrian ramps, which link to pedestrian stripes on the road. 

My concern is that continued improvements will encourage pedestrian use at this very busy
and dangerous intersection. There is no safe path for pedestrians away from this intersection,
either. Why should crosswalks be painted and ramps be installed when pedestrian usage of this
intersection should ultimately be strongly discouraged?

Thank you for considering my concern.

Sincerely, 
Karin Jackson 
Resident of the Mountain Ridge neighborhood 



From: Bill Connelly
To: Council Comments
Cc: Joe Harvey
Subject: Golden Gunshots
Date: Monday, May 15, 2023 9:30:41 AM

Gunshots at night are becoming ever more common along Lookout Mountain Road. 
I live on Mount Zion Drive and report shots at least once a week to 911 (at Chief
Ryan’s request).  These booms blend with muffler-less vehicles racing on LMR
and 19th Street.  Does the City have any intention to curb the noise and
speeding?
 
Regards,
Bill Connelly
2119 Mt. Zion Dr., Golden



From:
To: Council Comments
Subject: Nothing New to me?
Date: Thursday, May 11, 2023 2:11:47 PM

Now talking about building “affordable” housing units at the former Public Service place at S. Golden

Rd & 16th St.  Let alone that BIG development East of King Soopers & S. Golden Rd plus the newest,
looking to build another 300 or so apartments on the S. Side of S. Golden Rd East of King Soopers.
 
Seems like all is lost anymore with any council to try & keep Golden not TOTALLY OVER-RUN with
traffic & people.  Must be, as usual---MONEY-MONEY-MONEY?
Bob Becwar(
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
 





From: Tom Schweich
To: Council Comments
Subject: CWPP & Thank You
Date: Wednesday, April 26, 2023 7:46:15 AM

Dear Mayor Weinberg and City Council,

I just wanted to thank you for listening to citizen concerns about a
single sentence in the CWPP, and directing staff to clarify the
recommendations.

Thanks again,

Tom

--

Mobile



From: Nancy VanWechel
To: Council Comments
Subject: adopting resolution 2949 CWPP
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 12:01:26 PM

Dear scouncil:
 
I want you to adopt this CWPP resolution #2949! 
 
Although our residents want this fire mitigation and fire prevention in the community property of
Stonebridge, the progress has been stymied by a select few residents.  These residents want
NOTHING done for fire mitigation on the community common area even though the CC&R’s require
maintenance!  They are involved with the ‘Stewards of Golden Open Space’ organization.  They are
blocking any attempt to even remove dead debris citing adverse changes in animal behavior.  In
many places there is dead debris within 30 feet of homes- a fuel source too close for comfort.  Their
answer is to purchase more insurance coverage and that this fire risk is ‘a normal part of living in
Golden’ and the urban interface’.  Their delay for over a year has caused residents trouble renewing
their insurance, placed their homes in peril and caused neighborhood conflicts.
 
I believe adopting this resolution is necessary to protect the entire neighborhood – and the entire
city of Golden – from activist individuals who do not have the preservation of private property as
their priority.  I don’t know any resident who wants to risk their home or neighborhood, but this
group.  I don’t know any resident who feels cavalier about this topic but individuals in this group. 
There are so many ramifications to residents and Golden in the event of a fire, I feel nothing is as
important as this mitigation effort. 
 
I would like to see the city of Golden adopt this resolution and then require all landowners to comply
within 5 years- especially HOA’s with community property.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
Nancy VanWechel



From: Ron VanWechel
To: Council Comments
Subject: Adopting CWPP resolution 2949
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 1:43:56 PM

Council members:
I can't think of any current topic that is more important than Fire Mitigation.  Because fire can
spread throughout and between neighborhoods so easily, I believe the city should adopt the
mitigation recommendations in CWPP21.  I am especially concerned about mitigation in HOA
common properties that has not been addressed for decades.  There are huge tracts of HOA
community property throughout Golden that need to be addressed to contain fire and allow the
fire department access to defend structures.  
CWPP needs to be a city-wide emphasis applied to all private property; residences and HOA
community property.



From: Tamara Sturdavant
To: Council Comments
Subject: Pedestrian Safety
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 12:12:59 PM

To whom this may concern:

The his email is in regards to the pedestrian safety study along Washington street, turning our
stoplights into four way stops. 

As someone who walks frequently, often I purely won’t go somewhere if I can’t walk there,
I’ve been frustrated by a couple things- one being the removal of zebra stripes, mainly in front
of the Astor House along 12th St. 

What we need are walk lights that work even without the button being pushed, and we need
zebra stripes- tourists do not understand that the red brick in the street serves as the crosswalk,
and they oftentimes will walk behind it, encroaching on where the cars need to be. We need
the turn arrows, and is propose adding a turn light signal on the corners so pedestrians will
understand why their walk light didn’t change. 

Pedestrians will cross constantly, traffic will build up and drivers will get frustrated. Even with
the walk lights oftentimes in the summer pedestrians are crossing in all directions at all times. 

Thank you,

Tamara Munroe
920 12th St, Golden, CO 80401



From: Tom Schweich
To: Public Comments; Council Comments
Cc: Ann Norton
Subject: City Council Agenda Item 7c
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 1:56:43 PM

Dear Mayor Weinberg and City Council,

Your agenda item 7c for tonight's city council contemplates approval of
the Community Wildfire Protection Plan as part of tonight's consent matters.

Back when the CWPP was first discussed with the community, there was a
lot of discussion about page 43, paragraph 3, to wit, "Standard
treatment protocols recommend that grass and shrub fuels should be
treated for a
distance of 100 feet from the property line into open space property as
appropriate."     The authority for the "Standard treatment protocols
..." is not identified.   Whose standards are they?

This statement is in direct conflict with nearly the entire Appendix A
Home Ignition Zone Recommendations, which discusses distances measured
from buildings rather than property lines.

This is a serious conflict of internal logic in the CWPP, I recommend
that you pull this item from the Consent Matters and clarify the intent
and meaning of that specific statement in relation to Appendix A.

Thank you,

Tom

Mobile: 



From: Ann Norton
To: Public Comments; Council Comments
Subject: Council Agenda Item approval of CWPP - 7c
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 2:48:20 PM

Dear Mayor Weinberg and City Council,

The Council Meeting tonight includes approval of the Community Wildfire Protection Plan
(CFPP) (item 7c).  While I am very much in favor of and recognize the importance of a CWPP
for our community, I am concerned about the unsupported statement regarding “standard
protocols” that is also inconsistent with other guidance in the report and contrary to what I
understand to be the generally accepted guidance of wildfire professionals and experts.  This
error is causing much confusion and unnecessary challenges in the general community and
specifically for those of us who are working to craft wildfire mitigation strategies for our
neighborhoods.  I urge you to delay consideration of the CWPP until this error can be
corrected.
 
Specifically, on page 43, it is definitively stated, "Standard treatment protocols recommend
that grass and shrub fuels should be treated for a distance of 100 feet from the property line
into open space property as appropriate.”  There is no authority provided for this statement. 
But there are numerous references elsewhere in the report including to the Colorado Forest
Service which is described as the primary source for wildfire mitigation guidance.
 
In fact, Appendix A of the CWPP contains such guidance from the Colorado Forest Service,
which specifically states that distances for creating defensible space and mitigation strategies
are to be measured from structures not property lines. This is consistent with virtually all
wildfire mitigation guidance readily available.   Obviously, this is not only the most workable,
but also the most sensible, reasonable, and feasible protocol for protecting our homes and
structures.  Certainly, in my neighborhood, and I suspect throughout the City, the difference
between 100 feet from the home and 100 feet from the property line is very significant.    This
is an obvious error in the report that should be corrected to maintain the integrity of the
guidance for our community as we work together to address wildfire risks.
 
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns.
 
Ann Norton
South Golden





From: Alissa Mattson
To: Council Comments
Subject: Food Truck permitting
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 4:10:50 PM

Hi Council,
I live at 1608 Utah St, Golden CO 80401 and would like to send comments supporting breweries and food trucks in
Golden. We love to enjoy the combination of these businesses. Breweries have expressed how cumbersome the new
permitting system would be for them and may result in a lack of flexibility in their scheduling when things go amiss
in the food truck world (which I imagine is frequently). We would hate to see breweries without food trucks.
Breweries have expressed that they can be best supported by asking the food trucks to submit their licenses to the
city at the beginning of the season and obtain a certificate that code enforcement can easily see driving past. It seems
confusing to ask breweries to do this for them. Thank you for supporting ease of operations for small businesses in
Golden.
Gratitude,
Alissa Mattson

Sent from my iPhone



From: john jenkins
To: Council Comments; Public Comments
Subject: Your agenda item 7c for tonight"s city council meeting
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 2:28:29 PM
Attachments: image.png

image.png

Dear Mayor Weinberg and City Council,

Your agenda item 7c for tonight's city council contemplates approval of
the Community Wildfire Protection Plan as part of tonight's consent matters.  I am providing
the following comments on that item.

Submission to Golden City Council for ON RECORD COMMENTS

From: John Jenkins, 602 Golden Eagle Circle, Golden Colorado. 

Member: Stone Bridge at Eagle Ridge, Wildfire Risk Mitigation Committee

 

The 2022 Community Wildfire Protection Plan update to original 2007 CWPP as proposed for
endorsement by Council includes a material inconsistency that, if unaddressed, will lead to
significant issues in application of these guidelines. 

On Page 43, in the sections titled Landsacpe Fuels Modifications Paragraph 3 includes this
statement (underline added):

“Standard treatment protocols recommend that grass and shrub fuels should be treated for
a distance of 100 feet from the property line into open space property as appropriate.
Grasses should be mowed annually after curing to a height of no more than four inches.

On the same page in paragraph 6 it is said:

“The specific design of any fuel break should be referred to qualified experts familiar with
both the vegetation and fire behavior of the area. Standards and guidance provided by the
Colorado State Forest Service should be a primary source for this information.”

This acknowledges the CSFS as the primary authority.

In Appendix A Appendix A Home Ignition Zone Recommendations, there is extensive discussion of
actions to be taken in the Home Ignition Zones – all of which is extracted from the CSFS publication
Protecting Your Home from Wildfire: Fire 2020-1.  The elements in this discussion that are relevant
to here are shown below, and use the STRUCTURE, not the property line as the basis for Zone
measurement.

Zone 1 extends from zero to five feet from the structure.

Zone 2 extends from five to 30 feet from the structure.

Zone 3 is designed to provide a gradual transition between Zone 2 and the natural
vegetation condition of the surrounding lands. This zone extends from 30-100 feet from
structures.

The images that follow below are taken from that same publication and describe the Zones again as
being measured from the structure.

In summary the use of the term “property line” in the body of the CWPP text is inconsistent with
published, authoritative material that is cited by the same report.  If this is not acknowledged as in
err and Council simply adopts the CWPP “as written”, homeowners and HOA associations will be
faced with conflicting “written guidance” even though common sense would suggest to tall that







From: Tim Lohrenz
To: Council Comments
Subject: 2949-CWPP - Please Approve
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 1:09:15 PM

Dear Council,

I live in Stonebirdge at Eagle Ridge and I have HOA Owned Open Space and Jeffco County Open Space right
behind my house.  I would like the City Council to approve 2949-CWPP because we have got to get started on
maintaining these fields of grass, shrubs & trees within 100 - 125ft of a house.  We’ve already had two warning
wildfire this spring with a fire North & South of Golden.

The City, HOAs and Homeowners should not have to worry about insurance companies cancelling policies due to
HOA fields not being maintained.   

I’ve heard Allstate and Progressive insurance has been cancelling policies due to lack of fire mitigation.  Luckily we
renewed our policy last month w/o issue from State Farm. 

Thanks,

Tim





From: Ellie Chiampa
To: Council Comments
Subject: Resolution 2949-CWPP
Date: Tuesday, April 25, 2023 2:47:25 PM

To whom it may concern:

I live at 578 Eagle Nest Court in Golden. My house backs up to Jefferson County open space as well as Stonebridge
at Eagle Ridge HOA property.

I urge you to please adopt Resolution 2949-CWPP tonight for all private AND HOA community property.

Sincerely,

Eleanore Chiampa



From: Tamara Sturdavant
To: Council Comments
Subject: Ordinance 2208
Date: Monday, April 24, 2023 1:12:06 PM

Good afternoon council members,

A few days ago I was made aware of a new ordinance Council is going to be deciding upon. I
am writing because I disagree with the wording and implementation of the ordinance. I believe
it is inappropriate for the City to require small businesses to police each other. 

As many of you know I have dealt with food trucks for nearly a decade. It is unreasonable to
request a brewery to submit licensure a week in advance. Food trucks break down and find
covers for themselves all the time- often times that would be a new to me food truck. Of
course, I’m already making sure the food trucks have proper licensure, as an audit of my
calendar showed. Code enforcement had always stopped by and checked the food trucks, ever
since we started having them in 2013. 

Many towns and cities have much easier methods for which this ordinance is trying to achieve.
For example, Arvada requires food trucks to submit licensure at the beginning of the season
for a certificate which allows them to serve within Arvada city limits. 

The finance department stated that they do not have the staffing nor the means to accomplish
this any other way than making businesses police each other, but I thought the City had just
hired several more code enforcement officers? 

Thank you for hearing me out,

Tamara Sturdavant Munroe 
920 12th St, Golden, CO 80401
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